
Project management efficiency is no longer  
a “nice to have.”
Every minute you spend integrating and re-checking data anomalies and dealing 
with the constraints of legacy integration software is a waste. And it’s no longer 
necessary when a single-system EVPPM solution that fuses cost and project 
schedule and resource information into one database has arrived. With that arrival, 
there is an opportunity to see dramatic improvements in the ultimate success of 
your biggest projects—and your company’s bottom line.

Artemis Views makes it possible to effectively and efficiently manage your 
organization’s project and earned value management requirements from a single 
product suite. The gathering of project, cost and scope—together in one single 
interface—provides total cost visibility within the project schedule, reducing cost 
impact iterations, data anomalies and time needed to integrate multiple data sources. This single cost and schedule solution 
combines with advanced real-time business intelligence, reports, dashboards and interactive analytics.

State-of-the-art EVMS compliance  
With Artemis Views, we’ve re-defined how the best companies can execute earned value program performance management, 
delivering scale and performance that includes advanced business intelligence. Artemis Views has more automated and 
real-time checks built right into ongoing processes than any other solution, ensuring the simplest, easiest path to the Federal 
Government’s EIA-748 cost and schedule project compliance framework. Views is designed to help all types of organizations 
manage expansive enterprise initiatives and process project plans with instantaneous responses and complete complex 
calculations quickly in seconds, rather than hours.  
 
End-to-end change management
Artemis Views Business Process capability delivers work-flow based end-to-end baseline change management, including work 
authorization documentation. The one-click, real-time, end-to-end project baseline change control and reporting feature creates 
efficiencies that are especially critical to large defense contractors—and other organizations—that require the ability to track and 
audit changes as they happen.
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Activate your Unlimited benefits 
Your subscription includes every Aurea product, plus onboarding to get started.

Activate your Unlimited benefits 
Your subscription includes every Aurea product, plus onboarding to get started.

Request More Information   

Support for business process audits
Business increasingly demands the ability to document, analyze, and improve your project-related processes so you can protect 
profit margin and increase ROI. To support process audits, Artemis Views’ user-definable business rules checker enables 
process enforcement and ensures data quality and synchronization. When your data is accurate at the start, you don’t need to 
integrate and recheck. The result? You can get to insights faster and more accurately, and trust those insights to take action.

 

Total project cost visibility
When companies lack transparent insight into project expenditures, they run the risk of blown budgets, unfettered resource 
costs, and compromised ROI. Total cost visibility within projects and programs is essential to any successful project 
management approach. Today’s project landscape demands what Artemis Views offers: advanced business intelligence, 
reports, dashboards and interactive analytics essential to informing budgetary adjustments—and staying competitive.

ARTEMIS VIEWS STANDARD ENTERPRISE

Business Rules Checker - user definable metrics & data quality checks

Integrated Schedule/Cost Baseline Change Management - VPM approval

Smart Reports, Graphs & Dashboards

Artemis Manager - clear project default settings by user option

Automated Baseline Change Request Processes

Microsoft Project Server and Primavera P6 to CostView integration

Mobile time tracking user interface for anywhere access

Calendar Creation Wizard

Excel-based ad hoc reporting

Standard Support

Platinum Support Available via 
subscription

Available via 
subscription
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